
How To Establish  
A Billion Dollar Business 
With Your App Like



“As per the National Institute of Mental Health, 40 Million 
people in the USA are affected by anxiety, and Millions 
more are afflicted with depression-related disorders.”  

This is a one-liner reason why your idea of developing a meditation app is worth 

millions of dollars. But, like every other industry - getting success with a 

meditation app is not as easy as a walk in the park. No doubt, the market is 

thriving but the competition in the market is also intense. 

This is a one-liner reason why your idea of developing a meditation app is worth 

millions of dollars. But, like every other industry - getting success with a 

meditation app is not as easy as a walk in the park. No doubt, the market is 

thriving but the competition in the market is also intense. 

How You Should Establish Your Business to Stand Out in the Market?How You Should Establish Your Business to Stand Out in the Market?

How Meditation Apps Work and Bring Money to the Table?How Meditation Apps Work and Bring Money to the Table?

And, What You Can Do to Make Your App like Calm or HeadSpace 

One of a Kind?

And, What You Can Do to Make Your App like Calm or HeadSpace 

One of a Kind?

Therefore, to get the success you need to do a bit of research on -  

This ebook is to help you find an answer to every one of the questions 

mentioned above.

So, let’s dig deeper
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How Meditation Apps Work?

Meditation Apps Like HeadSpace and Calm Make a Promise: These Apps Let 

Users Meditate from the Comfort of their Phones Instead of Investing Countless 

Hours and Dollars in Mindfulness Classes

Meditation Apps Like HeadSpace and Calm Make a Promise: These Apps Let 

Users Meditate from the Comfort of their Phones Instead of Investing Countless 

Hours and Dollars in Mindfulness Classes

That’s it. The working of Meditation Apps is quite simple. But, the impact they 

have on the wellbeing of a user is worth-considering. Let’s see how you can use 

this simple working to build a billion-dollar business.

That’s it. The working of Meditation Apps is quite simple. But, the impact they 

have on the wellbeing of a user is worth-considering. Let’s see how you can use 

this simple working to build a billion-dollar business.

Here is How Apps Like Calm Work:
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3 Steps to Build a Billion-Dollar Business with You 
 Meditation App

01 02 03

Clear Your 
 Business Idea

Select the Right 
Approach to UI/UX

Start the App 
Development Process 
Using an MVP Model

Do You want the Experts to Guide You Through the Process of Meditation 

App Development? 

Contact Appptunix!
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Clear Your Business Idea

Step 01

To get success with your meditation app, you first need to decide what type of 

meditation app you are planning to build. Basically, there are three types of 

meditation apps.

To get success with your meditation app, you first need to decide what type of 

meditation app you are planning to build. Basically, there are three types of 

meditation apps.

Such applications incorporate a playlist of pre-recorded meditation 

tracks, differentiated by topics like stress-management or anxiety, 

SOS meditations, etc

Such applications incorporate a playlist of pre-recorded meditation 

tracks, differentiated by topics like stress-management or anxiety, 

SOS meditations, etc

Guided Meditation Apps

The best example of such 
an app is HeadSpace - an 
app that has raised a total 
of $168.2M in funding.  

The application invites new users with short animations of meditation methods 

explained and gives a library that incorporates various meditation courses and 

also short meditation exercises. The success story of Headspace shows how 

much investors are interested in such apps.

The application invites new users with short animations of meditation methods 

explained and gives a library that incorporates various meditation courses and 

also short meditation exercises. The success story of Headspace shows how 

much investors are interested in such apps.
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Such applications incorporate a rundown of relaxation sounds or mantras to 

meditate on. Another component is such applications have a timer to track the 

session length and data on breathing activities.

Such applications incorporate a rundown of relaxation sounds or mantras to 

meditate on. Another component is such applications have a timer to track the 

session length and data on breathing activities.

This sort of meditation application goes a level higher to provide their users all 

that they desire. Aside from the features, we have mentioned above, Calm 

users get access to sleep stories, customizable sound settings, session history, 

mindfulness reminders and Calm online networks on Facebook, Twitter, and 

Instagram.

This sort of meditation application goes a level higher to provide their users all 

that they desire. Aside from the features, we have mentioned above, Calm 

users get access to sleep stories, customizable sound settings, session history, 

mindfulness reminders and Calm online networks on Facebook, Twitter, and 

Instagram.

Mindfulness Morning Meditation Apps2

The most popular mindfulness meditation app is Calm. The 
app has raised a total of $143M in funding over 8 rounds.
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Meditator Network Apps3

Such applications for meditators are developed for making communities of local 

people where users can share their experiences with other people. Such 

applications have groups on various subjects, FAQ sections, and even 

geolocation features to find different meditators nearby.

Such applications for meditators are developed for making communities of local 

people where users can share their experiences with other people. Such 

applications have groups on various subjects, FAQ sections, and even 

geolocation features to find different meditators nearby.

Such applications additionally have a library of podcasts with mindfulness 

specialists on neuroscience, psychology, and instructors from the University of 

Harvard, Oxford and Stanford. 

 

So, before you jump into Meditation App Development - you must decide to 

which level you want to go for executing your idea. All types of meditation apps 

are very popular and capable enough to attract the interest of investors as well 

as users. 

Such applications additionally have a library of podcasts with mindfulness 

specialists on neuroscience, psychology, and instructors from the University of 

Harvard, Oxford and Stanford. 

 

So, before you jump into Meditation App Development - you must decide to 

which level you want to go for executing your idea. All types of meditation apps 

are very popular and capable enough to attract the interest of investors as well 

as users. 

Insight Timer is an amazing example of such an app. The 
app has over 309,295 monthly downloads which show the 
interest of users in such types of apps.
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Select the Right Approach to UI/UX

Don’t Stress the Ones Who 
are Already Stressed with 
Bad App Designs!

If you are planning to build up a meditation application aimed at helping people 

with tension and stress, you should be particular with regards to the 

application's design. After analyzing meditation applications like Headspace and 

Calm, we gathered the following design tips:

If you are planning to build up a meditation application aimed at helping people 

with tension and stress, you should be particular with regards to the 

application's design. After analyzing meditation applications like Headspace and 

Calm, we gathered the following design tips:

Maintain a strategic distance from bright colors. Rather, utilize a more 

natural palette of pastel shades.

Maintain a strategic distance from bright colors. Rather, utilize a more 

natural palette of pastel shades.

Try not to utilize too many design components at once. Overloaded designs 

divert application users from their initial objective - to get rid of depression

Try not to utilize too many design components at once. Overloaded designs 

divert application users from their initial objective - to get rid of depression

Use animation rather than text. Animations work best for welcome screens, 

meditation strategy explanations, and updates on the user’s progress stats.

Use animation rather than text. Animations work best for welcome screens, 

meditation strategy explanations, and updates on the user’s progress stats.

Step 02
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Colour Shades You Can Use for Your Meditation App:

Need Help with Selecting the Right Colors For Your Meditation App? Check 

Out Our Definitive Guide to Choosing the Perfect Mobile App Color Themes

Contact Appptunix!
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Start the App Development Process Using an 
MVP Model

Rome wasn’t Built in a Single Day - they Were Laying  Bricks 
Every Hour! 

So, you shouldn’t plan to build and launch the entire app in a single day. Great 

things take time.  

 

If you want to validate your idea on a meditation application without spending a 

fortune, consider making an application MVP, an application with minimal 

functionality. This way, you won't just save money but you will also get to 

analyze user behavior to add the most demanded features during the second 

development stage.  

So, you shouldn’t plan to build and launch the entire app in a single day. Great 

things take time.  

 

If you want to validate your idea on a meditation application without spending a 

fortune, consider making an application MVP, an application with minimal 

functionality. This way, you won't just save money but you will also get to 

analyze user behavior to add the most demanded features during the second 

development stage.  

Step 03
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In building an MVP for your meditation application, we highly recommend 

avoiding complex features, for example, in-application payments, video 

streams, and chats. Rather, your meditation application MVP may include:

In building an MVP for your meditation application, we highly recommend 

avoiding complex features, for example, in-application payments, video 

streams, and chats. Rather, your meditation application MVP may include:

Sign-In and 
Registration

User profile 
with Proper 

Stats on 
Progress 

An Introductory 
Course As a 

Short Video or 
Animation 

Once you are done with developing an MVP for your app - launch the app and 

continue updating it with advanced features as per the user’s feedback. If you 

need help with the process - you can our experts for the same - right here. 

Once you are done with developing an MVP for your app - launch the app and 

continue updating it with advanced features as per the user’s feedback. If you 

need help with the process - you can our experts for the same - right here. 

Restricted 
library with 

Pre-Recorded 
Reflection 
Meetings 

Gamification 
for Entering 

Another 
Meditation 

Level
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From cutting anxiety to letting down stress, improving focus and increasing 

energy, users are utilizing the meditation mobile applications for various 

reasons. An aftereffect of which is that 52 Million meditation mobile application 

downloads were recorded a year ago.  

 

And, in the app industry, higher the downloads - higher will be your revenues. 

There are a number of ways to make money using an app. The potentials in the 

meditation app market are immense and you just need to employ the right 

strategies to build your empire using it. 

From cutting anxiety to letting down stress, improving focus and increasing 

energy, users are utilizing the meditation mobile applications for various 

reasons. An aftereffect of which is that 52 Million meditation mobile application 

downloads were recorded a year ago.  

 

And, in the app industry, higher the downloads - higher will be your revenues. 

There are a number of ways to make money using an app. The potentials in the 

meditation app market are immense and you just need to employ the right 

strategies to build your empire using it. 

How To Earn Money Using a Meditation App?
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Here are some of the best mobile app monetization strategies for a meditation 
app:

Subscription 

In-App Purchases 

Pay Per Download 

Ads

Most applications of this type utilize this monetization model. When the users 

download the application, one gets a free trial for 1-2 weeks. And when this trial 

period ends, the application user should purchase a paid membership to keep 

utilizing the application or get access to a more advanced application rendition.  

Most applications of this type utilize this monetization model. When the users 

download the application, one gets a free trial for 1-2 weeks. And when this trial 

period ends, the application user should purchase a paid membership to keep 

utilizing the application or get access to a more advanced application rendition.  

With this model, your application users will pay you to unlock premium content, 

for example, specific sessions or paid features like live video streaming with a 

meditation coach.

With this model, your application users will pay you to unlock premium content, 

for example, specific sessions or paid features like live video streaming with a 

meditation coach.

The paid application is the least famous monetization model for meditation 

mobile applications. But, still, a number of apps use it. The logic here is simple - 

to download your application, users should pay you in the App Store or 

PlayStore. Here you have to consider that both of these platforms charge 

transaction expenses from 25 to 30% of the application's cost. 

The paid application is the least famous monetization model for meditation 

mobile applications. But, still, a number of apps use it. The logic here is simple - 

to download your application, users should pay you in the App Store or 

PlayStore. Here you have to consider that both of these platforms charge 

transaction expenses from 25 to 30% of the application's cost. 

You can charge businesses cost-per-click or cost-per-mile for running 

advertisements on your platform. This monetization model works just for 

applications with a number of active users. 

 

By embracing these strategies, you would be able to generate fine revenues. 

You can charge businesses cost-per-click or cost-per-mile for running 

advertisements on your platform. This monetization model works just for 

applications with a number of active users. 

 

By embracing these strategies, you would be able to generate fine revenues. 

But…



To Outshine the Meditation 
App Market, You Need to 
Put in Some Additional 
Efforts

Let’s Discuss!
Wondering What Those Efforts Would Be?

You Just Need to Drop Us a “Hi” on 
 info@apptunix.com


